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ABSTRACT

Sort-first or image space parallel rendering has been the subject of a significant amount of research. Its limited
scalability is well known. Nevertheless, sort-first has noticeable advantages over other approaches: it has moderate
and predictable communication overhead, and it has no problems with multipass or transparent rendering. Especially
for multi-projector display systems, driven by a cluster of standard PCs with limited network bandwidth, it is the first
choice to achieve interactive frame rates. In this paper we present an approach to do load balancing for arbitrary multi
projector systems, based on a sort-first approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many different multi projector display systems have
been developed in the past two decades, mainly designed to overcome the restrictions of a single display.
Multi projector displays like tiled walls provide a higher
resolution, while systems like a Cave or a curved display
allow a larger field of view. Nowadays, most of these
systems are driven by a cluster of standard PCs. All of
these displays are based on a static sort-first rendering,
where each projector is responsible for a predefined part
of the display. On a tiled display each projector is responsible for a rectangular region of the wall, and in a
Cave a projector is assigned to one of the display walls.
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There are many different ways to construct a multi projector system, like having mono or stereo displays using active or passive stereo and with different amounts
of overlap between tiles for edge blending. This paper describes how to configure a cluster based rendering system which can be used for arbitrary displays. As
each projector has a predefined responsibility, the rendering performance is limited by the projector showing
the most complex content. In the majority of cases the
rendering load is not spread equally between the respective projections. As a result of this the performance can
be enhanced if a PC which is connected to a display with
low rendering load, absorbs a part of the load from a PC
with high rendering load. To achieve this, a dynamic
load balancing is necessary as load can change from
frame to frame. The performance can be further enhanced if the number of parallel rendering PCs is independent of the number of projectors. This paper demonstrates how to utilize all the rendering performance of a
cluster, where a subset of the PCs are connected to a projection system. Multi projector displays can be built in
large scale. For example the HEyeWall of the Fraunhofer
IGD in Darmstadt uses 48 projectors to build a stereoscopic tiled display with a resolution of 6144 x 3072
pixels. Currently there is no cluster network hardware

available to achieve a scene distribution (sort-last) parallel rendering on a display with 18 megapixels at interactive framerates. Additionally, current graphics cards
are not able to render a part of the scene at full screen
resolution, which is needed for direct sort-last rendering. As a consequence, the focus of this paper is on
image distribution (sort-first) parallel rendering for load
balancing on multi projector systems.
Load balancing can be split into two tasks: the estimation and the actual balancing of the load. The estimation
needs to be both accurate and fast, which are contradictory goals. This paper presents a new estimation function that can be calculated efficiently, but also takes different aspects of the rendering load into account. This
estimation function can be used to reduce the overlap
factor that is responsible for the limited scalability of
sort-first.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

A lot of work has been done for parallel rendering.
In many cases algorithms were proposed to be implemented in hardware, but in the last few years an increasing number of algorithms have been developed that
are optimized for cluster rendering. The classification
of parallel rendering algorithms in sort-first, sort-middle
and sort-last was proposed by Molnar et.al. [MCE94].
For software implementation only sort-first and sort-last
approaches are usable.
With sort-first the screen is split into regions that are rendered in parallel, whereas sort-last splits the scene into
independent parts to be processed simultaneously. In a
cluster system with sort-first only the color of a pixel
has to be transferred over a network to compose a final
image. With sort-last the whole frame buffer with color
and depth information of each rendering node has to be
transferred for this purpose. Without the image composition step sort-last scales nearly linearly with the number of rendering nodes, as the rendering of scene parts
is completely independent of each other. Sort-first does
not scale very well because scene objects that are visible on more than one region have to be rendered multiple times. The influence of the overlap factor has been
discussed in [MCE94].
To reduce the amount of data that needs to be transfered and to utilize the bandwidth and processing power
of the cluster for sort-last a number of algorithms have
been developed. One of the most popular ones is binary swap [MPH94], allowing interactive rendering on
low resolution displays. Hybrid approaches have been
proposed to achieve the scalability of sort-last as well as

the low bandwidth requirement of sort-first [MRW99],
but unfortunately with the combined advantages also the
disadvantages are combined. Transparency and multipass rendering cause problems, and depending on the
scene the amount of data that has to be transferred can
reach that of binary swap. In [MWP01] a sort-last approach specialized for tiled displays is proposed, but the
achieved framerates are less then one frame per second
on a 4x4 tiled display. Although network bandwidth has
been improved since the publication, it is not possible to
get interactive framerates with current standard network
hardware. As a result of this in most cases sort-first is
used to do parallel rendering on tiled displays.
Samanta et.al. presented several approaches in [SZF99]
to do load balancing on a tiled display based on sortfirst. The proposed KD-split algorithm is also the basis
for the balancing algorithm presented here. The projection area is recursively split into regions with equal load
and then the resulting regions are assigned to rendering
nodes. The approach presented here extends it to allow
splitting of non-planar projections, and adds the influence of geometry and rasterization to the cost estimation
function. Another problem with the original KD-split
is that the screen split is done completely independent
of the assignment of nodes to display regions. For this
reason regions may be larger than the frame buffer of a
single node, forcing them to be rendered sequentially in
smaller parts.
[Abr04] solves the load estimation problem based on old
frames’ measured time and motion vector estimation.
This enables a fast calculation independent of scene
complexity, at the cost of limited accuracy for hard to
predict motions like tracked head data. Even for scenes
as complex as the powerplant the load estimation presented here has not been a noticeable factor, alleviating
the need for less flexible and more complex load estimation.

3. DISPLAY CONFIGURATION

There are a lot of possibilities to construct a display consisting of a number of projectors and a number of PCs.
To be able to handle as many different kinds of displays
as possible the following situations must be handled:
• One PC can drive one or more projectors.
• Each projector can display a scene from an arbitrary view point.
• Each projector can display an arbitrary rectangular
region of a planar projection.
• A projection can be mono, active stereo, or passive
stereo.

• All situations can be combined.
One of the goals of the presented work is to support
as wide a variety of display configurations as possible.
Most systems are specialized for tiled displays, or nonplanar displays and might have options for active or passive stereo. But the wide variety of possible configurations (e.g. tiled front wall with a single projector left
side and a two projector floor) creates a combinatorial
explosion of necessary specializations, especially when
combined with the desire to support sort-first load balancing.
Therefore this work uses a more general way of describing a complete display. The core component is a Viewport. A Viewport has an associated camera and scene,
and renders a single image. Each Window can contain
an arbitrary number of Viewports.
This can be used to drive any kind of projection systems
if we provide a convenient way to modify camera parameters. The core idea is to have one Camera, which
holds parameters like position, orientation and view angle, which is shared by a number of Viewports to simplify changing parameters. To get left and right eye versions, or to split it up into tiles, a Camera can be manipulated using the Decorator pattern [Gam95]. Multiple
Decorators can be combined to create compound modifications:
• Tile camera decorator: This decorator takes a
viewing matrix and modifies it in a way that only a
part of the viewing frustum is visible. For example
on a tiled display this decorator is used to project a
different part of an image with each projector.
• Stereo camera decorator: This decorator modifies the viewing matrix for the left eye or the right
eye, depending on its settings.
• Projection camera decorator: This decorator
modifies the camera so that it shows the scene from
a viewpoint onto a viewing plane that is placed at
an arbitrary position. In a cave this decorator describes the cave walls whereupon the position of
the viewer comes from a tracking device.
With the decorators it is possible to modify camera parameters for all non active stereo displays. To be able
to support active stereo the viewport is extended. With
active stereo a PC has to render an image twice into different view buffers. To support this with Viewports, they
can be dedicated to the left or right eye buffer, and for
a complete stereo picture two Viewports are assigned
to the same area of the Window, just to different eyes.

Stereo parameters like eye separation are defined with
the camera decorators related to a Viewport.
This structure allows handling of all displays which are
composed of rectangular planar projection planes. To be
able to support non-planar displays, like spherical projections, an additional display correction step was added
that works on the frame buffer. After rendering is finished the frame buffer is copied into a texture (or on
current systems rendering is done directly into a FrameBufferObject (FBO)) and it is projected onto a distortion
geometry that can be defined for each projector. With
the combination of all techniques it is possible to configure all displays that can be build out of standard projection systems.
Viewport

Tiled Display

Display

Visible Area

Object Boundary

Figure 1: Virtual window
To extend this to parallel, clustered rendering a single,
large virtual ClusterWindow is defined (see fig.1), which
is split in two independent, different ways. One split is
defined by an arbitrary number of Viewports. The second split is a distribution among all the nodes in the cluster associated with the window. These two splits are independent, i.e. one Viewport can be visible on many
cluster nodes, or a single cluster node can have multiple Viewports. Each Viewport has a camera that defines
which part of the scene is visible. To calculate the load
for a single projector all viewports which are visible on
the assigned area need to be found. To select the exact
region that a cluster node is responsible for, a TileDecorator is added internally, which selects the parts of the
Viewports that are relevant. This modified viewport is
the basis for the load estimation. The load balancing assigns parts of one viewport from an overloaded PC to
another.

4. LOAD ESTIMATION

The load estimation must be accurate and fast. As men-

tioned above it is not possible to achieve both goals at
the same time as they are contrary. The best estimation
result can be reached if the scene is rendered, because
that definitely answers the question how long it takes to
render it, but the resulting performance is worse than
without balancing.
A common approach is to use rendering information
from previous renderings. This can be very accurate, but
has some disadvantages. With current hardware it is difficult to get exact rendering times because most of the
rendering is done asynchronously. Another disadvantage is that rendering information from previous frames
is only accurate if the viewpoint does not change very
much. But this is a situation where low framerates are
mostly not a big problem. If the viewpoint changes very
fast, the performance values from previous frames are
not accurate, but especailly in this situation high framerates are important. Based on these considerations interframe information is not used in this paper, and a fast
load estimation based on the current camera settings is
designed instead.
The load balancing proposed in this work is based on the
scene graph system OpenSG, which is publicly available
at www.opensg.org. The leaves of the graph represent
geometric objects. In polygonal models those objects
contain a number of geometric primitives. If a fast load
estimation is desired, it is impossible to take each individual graphics primitive into account. But as a compromise information of a geometric object in the scene
graph can be gathered, and used to build a load estimation for the whole object. Three different cost factors are
extracted for the load estimation.
• Constant costs: These costs have to be calculated
for each graphics object in the scene graph which
is considered to be visible. Constant costs are independent of the fact whether the complete object is
visible or just a part. They arise from the transformation of all vertices into the clipping coordinate
system and the clipping of the primitives. Especially for a sort-first approach it is very important
to take constant costs into account because they are
incurred on each screen tile on which an object is
visible. To estimate the number of transformed vertices to number of transfered indices is used.
• Relative costs: These costs have to be calculated
for each visible primitive. As load estimation is
not performed for single primitives, the whole geometry object has to be taken into account and its
visible fraction calculated. This can be done by
projecting the bounding volume into screen space

and calculating the fraction that overlaps a viewport. Similar to constant costs the relative costs are
related to the number of primitives in a geometric
object. In the load estimation function again the
number of indices is used as a fast indicator.
• Pixel costs: These kind of costs have to be calculated for each visible pixel of a geometry. As
the number of visible pixels cannot be predicted
exactly, it is estimated by projecting the bounding
volume into screen space. The region overlapping
the viewport is used as an estimation for the number of visible pixels. These costs mainly depend on
material properties like textures and pixel shaders,
they are not related to the number of primitives.
Each kind of cost is multiplied by a constant factor (Cc ,
Cr , C p ) that depends on the graphics hardware. For the
material properties colored, textured, and materials with
pixel shader are handled separately. For each of these
different factors their respective cost is measured using
an off-line program. This is a very rough approximation, but due to this simple approach it is possible to use
fixed factors without the need to do a per object material
analysis.


a(o)
c(o) = i(o) Cc +Cr
+C p a(o)
r(o)

(1)

The cost estimation function calculates the cost c for an
object o. The function i(o) gives the number of indices
used by an object, a(o) is the number of visible pixels
of the projected bounding volume and r(o) is the size of
the projected bounding volume into screen space without clipping. The cost estimation is very simple but it is
able to cover the core parts of the rendering pipeline.
In a cluster system the performance of load estimation
can be increased by doing it in parallel on all rendering
nodes. When the load estimation is finished for each visible graphics object of the scene graph for all displays,
the results are transferred over the network to a central
node that is responsible for the load balancing.

5. LOAD BALANCING

Before starting to develop a new load balancing algorithm it is important to know the goal of the optimization. One possible goal would be that each parallel rendering node has the same rendering load. But especially
with a sort-first based rendering approach this could lead
to suboptimal rendering performance.
Fig. 2 shows a screen with two visible triangles. There
are two possible ways of splitting this screen into two
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Figure 2: Possible screen subdivision with equal load
regions with equal load. On the left side both triangles
are visible on both regions. So in each one, two triangles
have to be processed. Summed over both regions, four
triangles have to be rendered. In contrast to this on the
right side only one triangle is visible on each region. So
during rendering, only two triangles have to be rendered.
This demonstrates that equal load is no guarantee for an
optimal screen subdivision. As a result of this an equal
load is not the goal in the first place, but instead searching for a screen subdivision where the overall rendering
performance reaches a maximum. As the rendering performance depends on the rendering time of the region
with the highest load, the screen subdivision where the
region with the highest load reaches a minimum is selected.
In most approaches based on sort-first a region is subdivided along its longest side. This is often called the
median cut [Whe85; Mue95]. This split is attractive because it minimzies the length of a region border, which is
beneficial according to the Molnar/Eyles overlap function. In the described load estimation, this is already
taken into account by the use of constant costs. This
allows evaluating the benefits of cutting a region along
both axes in order to compare the resulting load of both
cuts, and selecting the one with the smaller maximum
load. In contrast to the median cut this approach can be
called the best cut.

calculated. This includes a list of all objects whose
bounding rectangles intersect a certain Viewport, and
their constant, relative, and pixel costs.
To balance the load, each server’s load is summed up.
The servers are sorted by their load, and a median load is
calculated. Load (i.e. a part of the screen) is reassigned
from the highst ot the lowest load server until one of
them reaches the median load. To avoid unnecessary
pixel transfers a threshold is used, which limits splits of
minimal effect. Only if the imbalance is greater than the
threshold a transfer from one server to the other occurs.
This procedure is repeated until each server in the table
has a nearly equal load.
This simple load balancing is the basis for the following screen split algorithm. It is not generally possible
to reach an exact balance as each screen split raises the
overall costs according to the constant costs of the load
estimation function.
To find the optimal split location for one axis (x or y)
the objects that start or end at each pixel location on the
axis are listed, and for each object the relative and pixel
costs for each column resp. row are calculated. Using
this structure as a basis the best cut can be found using
the following algorithm:
c1 = 0
c2 = areaCost
r = 0
for cut = beginArea to endArea
foreach o in openingList[cut]
r += o.relative + o.pixel
c1 += o.fix
c1 += r
c2 -= r
foreach o in closingList[cut]
r -= o.relative + o.pixel
c2 -= o.fix
maxC = max(c1,c2)
if(c1 ge c2)
break
lastMaxC = maxC
lastC1 = c1
lastC2 = c2
if(lastMaxC lt maxC)
return (cut-1,lastC1,lastC2)
else
return (cut,c1,c2)

This is done for both x and y, and the best cut that can
be rendered in minimum time is chosen.
Figure 3: Median cut compared to best cut
From the load estimation a list of all visible viewports
for each server as well as their sizes and positions are

If a region is split into two areas, where one area falls
into the visible projection area of server one and the
other region is calculated by server two, then the result of server two has to be transferred over the network
to combine the correct image. Network transfer can be

minimized if the largest of both areas falls into the visible projection area of server one. To achieve this the
center of geometric complexity for each area is calculated. As complex geometry results in smaller areas due
to the load balancing, the least number of pixels have to
be transferred if the center of complexity is calculated
by the server which has to transfer its pixels.
The result of this procedure is a work list for all servers
that is transferred over the network. To minimize network overhead this list is distributed using reliable multicast, which is provided by the OpenSG network layer.

6. RENDERING / PIXEL TRANSFER

After the work list is distributed, each server at first renders all screen areas which have to be sent over the network. After rendering, they are stored in main memory.
In the next step the area that falls into the responsibility
of the server is rendered. Areas are not immediately sent
over the network because in an ideal situation all servers
take the same time to process all the work in the work
list. So it is best to let all servers do their work, and then
work on the data transfer because all servers are ready
to send and receive.
Pixel data is sent as 24 bit RGB color values without
compression. Some forms of image compression have
been evaluated, but most compression algorithms take
more processing time than is gained by the reductioning transfer. A simple form of compression would be to
use 16 bit color values, but it would result in noticeable
quality loss, which was not deemed acceptable.
One problem with sort-first is that many rendering nodes
often have to send data to a single node. If all nodes have
the same network bandwidth, this could easily overload
the receiving capacity of the single node. If socket communication over ethernet is used, an overload of a connection can cause the protocol to do balancing operations to avoid thrashing. These operations can cause a
communication channel to be stalled for a large fraction
of a second, pushing the resulting network throughput
far below the optimum receiving capacity. To avoid network overload a demand driven network transfer is used.
A receiving node requests a transmission from a sending node at the point of time when it is ready to receive.
Multiple areas are being sent sequentially with the full
receiving bandwidth without causing network overload.
This can be optimized further if the request for one area
is sent shortly before the transmission of the last area
has finished. This optimization effectively avoids delays
between the transmission of multiple areas.

7. SINGLE-SCREEN DISPLAY RESULTS

The load balancing algorithm was tested with three
scenes which have different characteristics. The first
is the dragon model with 8 million polygons, which is
split into 1024 pieces in the scene graph. Rendering of
this model is completely bounded by its geometry, and
the faces are evenly distributed over the surface of the
dragon. The second model is the power plant, containing 13 million polygons. An interesting feature of this
model is that most of the geometry is located in a very
small area of the scene, which makes it very difficult
to get a good speedup with sort-first approaches. The
third model is a BMW 6 series with 4 million polygons,
where the coat is rendered with a complex pixel shader.
Rendering of this model is limited by the pixel fill rate.

Figure 4: Test models
For all three scenes an animation path that contains a
closeup and an overview camera position was defined.
In all tests this animation was used to produce performance values. Images of the animation are shown in fig.
4.
As discussed above the main goal was to develop a load
balancing for multi projector display systems. To evaluate the balancing results the results of parallel rendering
on a single display with a resolution of 1024 x 768 are
shown in fig. 5.
The framerate is calculated as the average of all animation images. With all scenes a significant speedup can
be noticed. Using four PCs a speedup of at least two
is reached. The speedup strongly depends on the rendered scene, with the dragon model reaching the best
speedup. The reason for this is that this model is split
into 1024 equal sized non-overlapping objects. The
BMW 6 model is rendered unmodified. It contains very
large and very small geometry objects that are not evenly
distributed over the screen.
The cost estimation function contains fixed, relative and

whole scene. The second case shows the same rendering
with load balancing. For this test only the 24 PCs, connected to the display wall, are used for rendering. In a
third test 24 additional PCs in the same cluster are used
to check if further speedup is possible.
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Figure 5: Models displayed on a single screen display
with a resolution of 1024 x 768
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Figure 7: Three scenes rendered on a 6 x 4 tiled display
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pixel costs. Now the question is how these three factors
are affecting the balancing result. Thus the scenes are
rendered three times always using only one factor and
one time using them combined. The results can be seen
in fig. 6. They show that the deciding factor depends
on the type of the model, making the use of the full cost
function most effective.
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Figure 6: Influence of the cost estimation function for
the BMW and Dragon model

8. MULTI-SCREEN DISPLAY RESULTS

As an example of multi-screen display system a tiled
display with 24 projectors and a resolution of 6144 x
3073 pixel was used. For each scene the rendering time
without load balancing is given. Generally the rendering on a tiled display is faster than rendering on a single
display, because each projector shows only a part of the

Fig. 7 shows the frame rate for each frame of an animation with 100 frames. Using the new load balancing
algorithm it is possible to speed up the rendering on a
tiled display significantly. It is possible to get a further
speedup by using additional PCs.
In fig. 8 the time for load estimation, load balancing,
buffer I/O, and rendering is shown. To generate this image the Dragon model was rendered on a 2 x 2 display
wall with four display PCs and 12 additional render PCs.
The time is given in percent of the whole frame time.
The frame time is mostly dominated by rendering. The
time for load estimation and load balancing is small

Dragon: 2x2 Wall, 16 nodes, 16 FPS

% of frame time
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Figure 8: Dragon on a 2 x 2 Wall rendered with 16
PCs
compared to the whole frame time. The graph is not
showing any values for network communication, but
communication is part of the 100 percent frame time.
It is not possible to show the real network overhead as a
correct time value for each node. The reason for this is
that in a communication the time for sending and receiving always depends on two nodes. However, it is easy
to get a feeling on how network communication affects
the rendering performance. The gap between the node
with the most load and the 100 percent mark is mainly
caused by network transmissions.
The results show that load estimation and load balancing are very fast. The balancing results depend on the
scene. With the Dragon model, a similar rendering time
can be achieved for all nodes. Different rendering times
between the rendering nodes are a result of the simplifications that have been done during the load estimation.

9. CONCLUSION

A cluster based parallel rendering algorithm with sortfirst based load balancing for arbitrary multi display
projection systems has been presented. It uses a new
load estimation function that incorporates costs caused
by geometries overlapping more than one screen region.
This cost estimation function enables using a best cut
approach in contrast to median cut, which has been used
in most other approaches. The results show that the
reachable speedup strongly depends on the scene. But
even scenes with a very uneven complexity distribution
like the Power Plant can be rendered with a significant
speedup. All the presented algorithms are part of the
scene graph system OpenSG that is publicly available at
www.opensg.org.
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